302	HUSBAND AND WIFE
L THE MEANING OF 'MARRIAGE'
importance,» • ike occasions are frequent and various upon which the
vMi^tfi I existence of a marriage must be established as a pre-
Va milage JL liminary to legal proceedings. The matter may Concern
many different parts of the law. Thus the institution of a
matrimonial cause, such as a petition for divorce, judicial
separation or annulment of marriage, implies that the parties
are related to each other as husband and wife. If a person claims
an inheritance as the widow or widower of the deceased; if a
beneficiary under a will asserts a right to pay death duties at
a lower rate, as being the surviving spouse of the testator; in
each case a preliminary to success is proof that a regularly
constituted marriage exists. The existence of the marriage tie
is equally essential in several departments of criminal law, as,
for instance, where, in the case of desertion, cruelty or assault
by her husband, a woman seeks relief under the Summary
Jurisdiction Acts, 1895-192 5, or where a person is prosecuted
for bigamy. All these matters, and indeed many others, may
raise a problem of private international law, since the parties
in question may, for instance, have contracted a union abroad
which, though valid by the lex loci celebrationis or by the lex
domicilii) does not create the status of marriage according to
English law.
two cases      It is therefore essential that we should ascertain what the
in which nature of a union must be before the English courts will accept
g^ous it as creating the relationship of husband and wife. We must
"^oae know what constitutes a marriage according to English private
considered international law. For a union to constitute a valid marriage
according to English internal law it must be the voluntary
union for life of one man and one woman to the exclusion of all
others. Thus polygamous marriages are inter alia excluded. The
question to be considered, however, is whether a union must
be of this monogamous character before it will be regarded as
a valid marriage by private international law. It may be said
without hesitation that so far as succession to English land and
the exercise of English matrimonial jurisdiction are concerned
no union will qualify as a marriage unless it is monogamous.
The succession ab intestate to immovables is governed by the
lex situt^ and it is clear that the peculiar canons of descent
governing succession to an entailed interest in English land
can scarcely determine kinship among the issue of a poly-

